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Chapter 1.
Introduction
Colonial Trade
Origins of the Massachusetts Trade with the
West Indies.
Almost all of the Puritan settlers came here
to he farmers, for it was assumed both by those
who urged colonization, and by the emigrants that
came over that agriculture would be the principal
pursuit of the colonists in the new world. Yet "for
two hundred years the Bible was the spiritual', the
sea the material sustenance of Massachusetts.
> J
New England soil was not well adapted to
commercial farming, "God had performed no miracle on
2.
the New England soil." The soil was poor. The
valleys of the great rivers were rich in bottom lands
but in general the hilly land was stony and gravelled
rough, and reluctant under the cultivator's hand.
1. Samuel Eliot Morison, Maritime History of
Massachusetts, 1783-1860, 1.
2. Ibid, Page 11
3. For a more detailed account of the geographic
background of the History of Massachusetts, read
United States of America. Nathaniel Southgate
Shaler, Ed. (Appleton 1894), Chapters I, II, VII,
VIII, IX, X.

(5)
The colonists of Massachusetts had no agri-
cultural basis of trade with the mother country,
and it was necessary for the colonists to turn their
energies to other channels in order that they might
purchase foreign commodities which they needed. New
England did have access to the sea. Thus, stark
necessity made seamen of would be planters. The
crisis came in 1642 when Civil \»"ar in England cut short
the flow of immigrants. In addition to this, "the
4.
scarcity of money made a great change in all commerce
.
This urgency, however, led to two important results. It
fostered the inventive genius of the New England
Yankee, who began manufacturing for himself those
4. "They brought us news of the Scots entering into
England, and the calling of a parliament, and the
hope of a thorough reformation, etc., v/hereupon
some among us began to think of returning back to
England. Others despairing of any more supply
thence, and yet not knowing how to live there, if
they should return, bent their minds wholly to
removal in the south parts, and for this end put
off their estates and at very low rates. These
things together with the scarcity of money, caused
a sudden and very great abatement of the prices of
all our own commodities. Corn (Indian) was sold
ordinarily at three shillings the bushel, a good
cow at seven or eight pounds, and some at 5, and
other things answerable, whereby it came to pass
that men could not pay their debts, for no money
nor beaver were to be had, and he who last year;
or but three months before was worth 1000 1. could
not now, if he should sell his whole estate, raise
200." Winthrop's Journal, Savage, Ed. (1853) II, 21
1
(6)
articles that the more opulent would have imported.
It also gave rise to a triangular trade route "by which
Hew Englander3 traded their local products in the markets
of the West Indies and the Mediterranean, either for
the "bills of exchange drawn on London, or for other
commodities salable in England.
The colonists soon discovered that their principal
sources of wealth were to he found in the fish of the
New England banks, and the timber of the New England
hillsides. Both of these products exercised a tremendous
influence on the development of Massachusetts.
Forests, farms and sea yielded lumber, beef, and
fish. The colonists of Massachusetts could not sell
these products to England, for England was supplied with
these from the Baltic and by their own farmers and
fishermen. Thus Massachusetts had to find a new market
for her products.
Course of Trade.
Pish were abundant. There was a market for fish
among the Catholic population of the West Indies, and in
the countries bordering the Medi terranean Sea. Pish
could be carried long distances, only if they were
salted. Consequently, it was necessary to develop local
supplied of salt or to import that ingredient.
r. lax T
(7)
This gave rise to the establishment of local salt
works under legislative bounties. 5 *
Ships were needed both in the catching and ex-
porting of fish. Splendid timber was on hand for
6.
shipbuilding. Barrels and hogsheads were the
essential containers for fish, and the shipbuilding
and cooperage industries required nails. The fishing,
shipbuilding, salt making, and iron smelting in-
dustries made possible the trade that was the foundation
of the great subsequent prosperity of Massachusetts.
If she had depended on the outside interests for
vessels, fishing would have brought her little wealth.
The West Indies then proved to be the logical
market for those products which the colonists of
Massachusetts could produce. The West Indies pro-
duced staples like sugar cane, but had to import every
necessity of life. More and more the West Indies
5. "Salt for the fisheries was the highest among
the products to be sought for and encouraged.
A monopoly for manufacturing it in Massachusetts
for fourteen years was issued in 1696 to Elisha
Hutchinson and others. They were to make 100
hogsheads before 1701. It does not appear, how-
ever, that it was produced." Weeden, Economic
and Social History of New England--1620--1789,
6. For a more detailed account of the relationship
between forests and sea power, read Albion,
Forests and Sea Power.
L
!(8) !
became dependent on New England for lumber, pro-
visions, and dried fish. The New England ships and
merchants, who brought these necessities, controlled
the West Indies products.
Necessity, not choice, forced Massachusetts to
get to sea. Cotton Mather records in his "Magnalia"
that a minister was addressing the men of Marblehead,
appealing to them as pure disciples, seeking that to
the exclusion of all earthly blessings. "Our ancest-
ors came not here for religion. Their main end was to
catch fish," was the old fisherman's reoroof to an
7
exhorting preacher.
The West Indies were not self-supporting and
imported the bulk of their provisions. Some of the
provisions were obtained from England and other
European countries, but even at this time a con-
siderable amount was derived from the English colonies
8.
on the continent of America.
7. Reference to this story found in the Magnalia
of Cotton Mather. Cited by Weeden, Economic
and Social History of New England 1620-1789, I, 135.
8. Gr. L. Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System
To^fcL66'0; '415.
4J
(9)
These island colonies required large quantities of
horses in order to work their mills to grind their
cane. The majority of the horses came, however, from
New England. In 1649, horses were also imported from the
Netherlands. 9 * The fishery, agriculture, and lumbering
industries of New England were greatly stimulated by
the establishment of the sugar industry in the Vest
Indies. The army that took Jamaica10, was in part
provisioned from this source. Jamaica, after its con-
quest, continued to obtain supplies from New England.
As a result of this trade, Massachusetts was able
to recover so rapidly from the economic crisis of
1640, that for over a hundred years this new business
furnished was the fundamental basis of the colony's
prosperity .11
•
9. G. L. Beer, Origins of the British Colonial System
1588-1660, 415.
10. The capture of Jamaica by the expedition under
Admiral Fenn and General Venables in 1655 was the
blundering beginning of a new era in West Indian
History. It was the first permanent annexation
by another European power of an integral part of
Spanish America. An account of this conquest is
given in Gardner, History of Jamaica, Period II--
From the conquest by the English 1655 to the great
earthquake 1692. Chapter I Historical Events,
pp. 27-78.
Calendar of State Papers, Colonial, 1574-1660, p. 429
11. The return of The Trial in 1643, from her first
voyage gives us a view of the commerce with the
est Indies, the most important of this period.
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Chapter 2.
Massachusetts and the .vest India Trade 1660-1713.
1 . The English Navigation System 1660-1675 .
The Navigation Act of 1660
.
The restoration of Charles II to the English throne
on the 29th day of May, 1660 marks a turning point in
the history of the American colonies. The policy in-
augurated "by Charles II differs greatly from that of
his predecessors. 1 * During his reign, economic^ not
political and moral considerations, were the controlling
factors
•
Two lines of policy were combined in the acts of
Charles II; that of protecting English and colonial
shipping; and of regulating the trade of the colonies
that they might contribute to the benefit of the mother
country. Thus, in 1660, the famous MAct for the En-
couraging and Increasing of Shipping and Navigation"
was passed.^*
The important provisions of the act affecting ship-
ping were as follows: That no goods
1. From the days of Charles II to those of Adam Smith
the policy of England was based upon the principles
of the mercantile system.
2. Besides the Navigation Act Parliament in 1660
passed a Tonnage and Poundage Act.
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shall be Imported into England from the plantations,
except in English ships or ships built and owned in
such plantations; the master, and three quarters of the
crew to be English. In connection with this section
one should read heading number eighteen, which states
that certain goods, enumerated in the act itself and
hence called "enumerated goods," must be brought direct
to England, Ireland, Wales or Berwick-upon-Tweed from
the colonial shipping port. "Sugars, tobacco, cotton-
wool, indigo and fustic, of the growth, production or
manufacture of any British plantation in America, Asia
or Africa," were listed as "enumerated goods." The effect
of these two sections of the act was to confine the
trade in colonial staples to England.
The second section provides that goods of the
growth, production and manufacture of Africa, Asia or
America should not be imported into England, except in
ships navigated, built and owned as described in section
one of the Navigation Act of 1660.
Sections numbered three, four, and five were virtual
5.
repetitions of the ordinance of 1651. All shipping to
3. The Act of 1651 was aimed at the carrying trade of
the Dutch, although the Act of 1660 aimed more
directly at the carrying trade of the Dutch than
did the Act of 1651.

(12)
and from the colonies was confined to English vessels
navigated by Englishmen, and, as stated in the ordinance,
European goods could he brought only in English
vessels or vessels of the producing country, and then
only from the usual places of shipment.
The act of 1660 undertook, in brief, to put an
end to the era of free trade, long enjoyed by English
Merchants, particularly by New Englanders
.
4
•
The Staple Act of 1663. 5 '
Three years later, that is, in 1663, a statute
was passed making England the staple, not only of
the commodities of these plantations, but also of the
commodities of other countries and places, for the
supplying of them. Under provisions of this act,
commodities of growth or manufacture in Europe
must be laden and shipped in England, v/ales, or
Berwick for exportation to America. Colonial imports
were also confined to English bottoms.
4. In the Navigation Act of 1660, the colonial
commodities enumerated for shipment to the
English dominions alone were with exception
of tobacco, from the British V/est India products.
Pitman, Development of the British V/est Indies.
166.
5. In 1663 there was a further limit upon marketing
of sugar. A duty of 4-J$ imposed on all of dead
commodities exported from the Leeward Islands
and Barbados
.
J
(13)
There were some exceptions to the provisions
of the law in favor of certain industries. Salt for
the fisheries of New England and Newfoundland could
be imported directly from any port of Europe.
6.
The Plantations Duties of 1672 .
In the actual work of the enumeration clauses
of the Act of Navigation^ there developed certain
definite inconveniences, for which a remedy was
desirable. The ambiguous wording of the Navigation
Laws and the inefficient machinery which was provided
for carrying them out, made evasion so easy that they
brought little revenue to the English treasury or to
the profits of the English merchants.
In 167 2^ Parliament passed a law laying export
duties on the enumerated products when shipped to
another colony.
6, For a discussion of the Navigation Acts read:
Osgood, American Colonies in the Seventeenth
Century, " Chapter VII.
Edward Charming, Navigation Laws
.
G. L. Beer, The Commercial Policy of England
towards the American Colonies.
Extracts and abstracts of these Laws found in
^
William MacDonald, Select Charters and Other
Documents Illustrative of American History 1606-
tbtt:

(14)
The Navigation Acts were all quite similar,
and were aimed at the foreigner. The main motive
was in the disposition to confine trade to the
7.
English citizen,
2. Massachusetts and the West India Trade 1660-
1689 unhampered by the passage of the Navigation Acts;
Practically a period of free trade. Free access to
the West Indies stimulated growth of Industries and
Commerce In Massachusetts.
Massachusetts continued her trade with the West
Indies in utter oblivion of the Navigation Acts. It
is hardly too much to say that essentially all of the
Massachusetts trade between 1660 and 1673 was illegal.
The habit had become too firmly entrenched to be
broken by the regulatory acts*
William Harris, a traveler in New England for
almost forty years, gives a graphic account of New
England. "There were between seven or eight thousand
foot soldiers, and eight or ten troops of horses,
each troop consisting of between sixty and eighty
7. The Navigation Acts of 1660, 1663, 1672 were all
very similar in that they aimed at the foreigner.
Read Sir Josiah Child, A New Discourse on Trade,
119.
i
(15)
horses. Twelve ships, between forty and eighty tons,
are built every year in Boston, Salem, and that
jurisdiction; he came over in a ship built there of
two hundred tons with fourteen guns. The fishing is in
cod, haddock, and mackerel, transported to the West
Indies, Barbados, Spain and the Straits. There are
three or four iron works, but he had not heard of guns
cast there though there are many in the country. The
merchants seem to be rich men, and their homes are
handsomely furnished, as most in London. In exchange
of fish, pipe staves, wool and tobacco, they have from
Spain, Portugal, and the islands the commodities of
those countries; their wool they carry to France and
bring thence linen; to England they bring beaver,
mouse and deer skins, sugar and logwood, and carry
hence cloth and iron wares; to Barbados in exchange for
horses, beef, pork, and when they trade with Jamaica,
as they do sometimes, they bring home pieces of eight,
plate and pegs of silver. Their money is of pretty
good silver; in the middle of it is a pine tree with
which the country abounds; the pieces usually current
are only 2d, 3d, 6d, and shillings with which the
silver they are supplied from Jamaica.
"Salt they get from Tortudas not far from Barbados
it is sold at 10 S. the hoghead, and is clear and

(16)
white as alum, very sharp and much stronger than
8
ordinary salt,"
As the West Indies were not self-supporting, it
was necessary for them to import the bulk of their
provisions. The West Indies could produce exotic
products like sugar cane, but had to import practically
every necessity of life. They required products which
could be produced by such colonies as Massachusetts*
The stablishment of the sugar industries in
islands stimulated the fishery, agricultural and
lumbering industries of Massachusetts and other New
England states. Soon after the conquest of Jamaica
by the Cromwellian fleet under the leadership of
Perm and Venables, in 1655, there began a rapid de-
velopment of the sugar industry in Jamaica and the other
West India Islands.
Evasion of the Navigation Acts.
In 1673, Captain Wyborne, Commander of H. M. S.
Garland, who came to Boston to load up with food
supplies, and who stayed there about three months
made this comment:
8. Calendar of State papers, Colonial Series,
America and West Indies, (1675-1676). ATso,
Addenda, 1574-1674, No. 543.
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"The trade of New England is very great to all
parts of the west Indies, and to most parts of Europe
so that it has become a magazine "both of American and
European commodities." Of this unregular and unlawful
manner of trade, Captain v/yborne complained, "and re-
quired the seizure of an Ostend ship riding in the port
of Boston," but the magistrates ^ave for an answer that
they were the King's vice-admirals in those seas and
would do what seemed good to them; by which means the
King loses an immense sum of money yearly, and the
navigation of England is unspeakably prejudiced; and
as soon as any English money is brought there, it is
melted down into their coin, making of each shilling
fifteen-pence to keep it from being carried out again
•
The country (Massachusetts) is populous, the town
well built. Ho place in the King's dominion in A-
merica can contribute so much to the overcoming of an
enemy in those parts, owing to the great number of
ships, and seamen; it is well stored with all sorts
of naval materials , the timber growing very commodious
for transportation, and might be brought from thence
to England as well as from Norway." ^*
9
.
Calendar of State papers. Colonial Series. America
and Vfeat Indies, (1675-1676). Also, Addenda,
1574-1674, No. 721

(18)
"The great returns from New England make cotton
very profitable to the middle class of planters that
cannot compass a sugar work," states M. Granfield in
reference to observations on the present state of
Jamaica, being answers to twenty-one queries drawn
out of his Majesty 1 s Instruction of March 7, 1675.
He tells us that foreign ships trade there, "Of
English ships 3 years ago, there were 173 from England,
New England, New York, Virginia and the Caribees, but
not so many since by reason of war; and from New England
this year little provisions have come, the Indians
having disturbed their husbandry, but between September
17 and December 17, New England vessels touched at
10.
Port Royal bound to the Bay of Campeachy for logwood,
"
It is probable that most of the vessels mentioned
11.
in Captain Wyborne's account of things in 1673 were
colonial or English; chiefly, the former, for the
English merchants in 1675 remonstrated against the
freedom of the colonial trade. In the journals of
10* Calendar of State papers, Colonial Series,
America and West Indies , (1675-1676 ) . Also
Addenda, 1574-1674, No. 740^
11. In 1676 a messenger was sent over to enforce the
Acts
.
(
(19)
the Lords of Trade and Plantations, we find the mer-
chants' petition complaining of the trade in New
England and the report of the Commissioners of Cus-
toms which proposed to take into consideration, when
they had leisure, the value of coins in the
Plantations, being told that in New England they make
money which is alloyed a fourth part to that of
12.
England, and the English 9d goes for a shilling."
These coins were the pine tree, oak tree and willow
tree shillings.
In the same journals, we find a letter of Governor
13.
Leverett to the Lord of the Privy Seal of the 6th of
September, 1675. It proposed to consider in due time
the points wherein it was necessary to have New England
more in dependence on his majesty, ^. g., (1) in
relation to the irregularity of the trade; (2) to bring
them to such an acknowledgment of his Majesty's
authority as to submit and leave the final determination
12. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial, 1675-1676 No.
13. Leverett, Acting Governor of Massachusetts
Dec. 12, 1672.

(20)
of superior points to his Majesty's authority, and
whether the act and laws then made should not have
like probation from his majesty as in other
plantations *
Further evidence of the evasion of the Navi-
gation is found there. Being summoned and called in
one by one, some were shy to unfold the mystery; others
pretended ignorance, but most declared plainly how all
sorts of goods growing in the other plantations were
brought to New England on. payment of the duties by the
Act ^-5. f or going from one plantation to another; that
they went with those goods, and many times with the
ladings of Campeachy Vood, which they ventured to filch
from the places and to trade to all parts in Europe. 16.
In 1676, one Jahliel Brenton sent the f ollowing
petition to the Lords of the Treasury. "In October I
seized a ship in Massachusetts for illegal trading and
prosecuted her. The trial was deferred at the instance
of Samuel ohrimpton, merchant, and meanwhile the
14 . Calendar of otate Papers, Colonial, 1675-1676.
No. 813.
15. Ibid; No. 898.
16. Ibid; No. 898.
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court illegally turned me out of the ship, and gave
her to Samuel Shrimpton together with her cargo,
17.
who sent her at once to sea.
"Sir William Phips, himself is carrying on
private and illicit trade, but finding this order
insufficient to conceal it, he had prevailed with
the assembly to pass an act exempting all ships trad-
ing from Colony to Colony from entering or clearing
18.
in the teeth of the Navigation Acts."
3. Character of Early West India Trade.
Free Intercourse with West Indies developed vig-
orous commerce on shores of Massachusetts.
Continued evasions of the Navigation Acts led
to the free intercourse with the West Indies. The
wily merchants of Massachusetts continued to dis-
regard the Navigation Acts, and the secret of their
Maritime success was that of persistent enterprise
which led her merchants and ship owners to try all
ports and to risk all freights.
17. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial, 1675-1676,
No. 9&6.
18. Ibid, No. 986.
--
-22-
In July, 1676, Edward Randolph arrived in
Boston with a letter from the King to the colonial
authorities. His mission was of a two-fold nature.
Randolph had been instructed to report on affairs
in the colony in general. The letter also demanded
that agents be sent to England to answer questions
about the infraction of the Charter. He was sent
here ostensibly as a messenger, but, in reality, he
was an investigator.
Randolph remained in New England for a month,
and gained much information from those people who
were unfriendly to the government. On his return to
London, he presented a "Narrative" of his doings to
the Privy Council, and later drew up a "Report".
Randolph stated that Governor Leverett declared that
Parliament's laws did not apply to Massachusetts,
and that the colony was to decide on controversies
between it and England.
Edward Randolph describes Massachusetts in 1676
as a thriving maritime colony. "About 30 merchants
are esteemed worth from 10,000 1. to 20,000 1. The
commodities consist chiefly of naval stores, cattle
and chiefly provisions which are exported to Virginia,
Jamaica, Maryland, Barbados, Nevis, St. Christopher's
Antigua, etc. (to which are sent houses ready framed.)

(23)
Tobacco, sugar, indigo, cotton wool, logwood, ginger,
fustic, cocoa, rum are imported and again trans-
ported. There are built in the colony about seven
hundred thirty ships varying from 6 to 250 tons.
There are thirty master shipbuilders; no notice is
19.
taken of the Navigation or Plantation Acts. The
account of the vessels is as follows:
30 vessels from 100 to 250 tons
200 " M 30 to 50 "
200 " " 50 to 100 "
300 " " 6 to 10
If Randolph's statements be accurate, the
Navigation Acts as administered, reacted in favor of
New England Commerce and Industry. He writes that
20.
"notwithstanding the disturbances in Massachusetts,
the fisherman have made very good voyage. The fish
is exported to Spain, Prance, and brings 50,000 1.
yearly to markets. The mast timber for shipping,
sent to Barbados and other of the Caribbean Islands,
19. Calendar of State Papers
,
Colonial, 1675-1676,
No. 1667
20. Indian Troubles (King Philip's War)
J
(24)
profitable returns in Barter, "besides a"bove 1,000
tons of logwood yearly fetched from the Bay of
Campeachy." 21 *
Thus, the trade of the ¥est Indies, the first
nursery of Hew England commerce, continued to absorb
much of our merchants' energies.
In addition to fish, horses and provisions were
the usual exports to these islands. The .Vest Indian
sugar plantations furnished a constant market for hors
for these animals were needed as beasts of burden on
the sugar plantations. Hitherto, the STest Indians
had imported their horses from England, but in
1654 a duty was levied in England on the ex-
portation of horses. 22 * The enterprising merchants of
21 . Calendar of State Papers, Colonial, 1675-1676
No. 953.
22. For a more detailed account read, D. Philips,
Horse Raising in Hew England .
Robert Ligon, gentlemen, in a True and Exact
History of Barbados, 58, gives following comments
about horses in Barbados. "V/e have from several
parts of the World, England, Holland, Bonovista,
the Isle of Cape T.rerde
,
Virginia, Hew England
and some from one of the Leeward Islands in the
Caribbees called Curissa, besides some v/e breed
are very strong and bold and fit. These horses
we use either for the Ingenio, or the saddle,
seldom or never for carrying sugar the gullies
being so deep."

(25)
New England were prompt to seize the opportunity
which afforded itself through the levying of such
a duty, and began to raise horses. Sheep and cattle
were also raised.
The early trade of Salem, however, was mainly
in the product of her fisheries. The first settlers
came here for the purpose of establishing a fish and
trading post. Among the first acts was the building
of stages on which fish could be dried and prepared for
consumption. The Islands of the West Indies offered
a market for this in exchange for the tropical products,
such as the Islands could produce. Thus, it was
natural that a trade between Salem and those Islands
should commence at a very early period.
The business of the fishery enters into all the
doings of the time. If we examine the stray papers
of the 17th century merchant, we find evidences of
23.
his constant intercourse with fish and fisherman.
Sir Josiah Child had reasons for his harsh
sayings against New England, according to the economic
23. "The Derby Papers"—Bound volumes containing the
t manuscripts of the Derby family are found in
the Essex Institute, Salem. There are very few
papers bearing dates prior to 1775.
"The Curwin Papers"—These papers are owned by
the American Antiquarian Society. Cited in
Weeden, Economic and Social History of New
England, II.
J
(26)
24.
ideas then prevailing. He advocated the Acts of
Navigation because they helped England. He writes
the following concerning the Act of Navigation;
"Though this act be by most concluded a very bene-
ficial act for his kingdom, especially by the Masters
and Owners of"Shipping" and by all sea men; yet some
honest Gentlemen and merchants, that doubt whether
the inconveniences it hath brought with it, be not
greater than the conveniences. For my part I am of
the opinion that in relation to Trade, Shipping,
Profit, and Fower, it is one of the choicest and most
prudent Acts that ever was made in England and without
which we had not been Owners of one half of the trade
nor shipping, nor employed, one half of the Seamen
which we do at present, but feeling time hath dis-
covered some Inconveniences in it, if not defects,
which is my poor opinion, do admit of an easy
amendment, and seeing that the whole Act
is not approved by Unanimous consent, I thought fit
24. Sir Josiah Child, A New Discourse on Trade,
p. 90 ff
.
cc
J
(27)
to discourse a little concerning it, wherein, after
my plain method, I shall lay down such objections as
I have met with, and subjoin my answer with such
reasons as occur to my mind."
He gives the following statements to prove his
contention that New England was the most prejudicial
plantation to the kingdom: (1) "All our American
plantations except that of New England produce commo-
dities of different Natures from those of this kingdom.
(2) People of New England, by virtue of their primitive
charters, being not too strictly tied to the observation
of the laws of this kingdom, do sometimes assume a
liberty of trading contrary to the Act of Navigation by
reason many of our American commodities, especially
tobacco and Sugar, are transported directly into Spain
and other foreign countries without being landed in
England; or paying any Duty to her Majesty. (3) Of all
American plantations her Majesty hath none so apt for
25.
building of shipping as New England."
25. There was a constant prejudice against building
ships for the Navy in other lands . Until the
time of Elizabeth, the navy occasionally pur-
chased great ships built in the Baltic, but a
strong reaction to this policy set in.
Macpherson Annals of Commerce, II, 140.
The fear was expressed as early as 1664 in the
writings of Sir Josiah Child that New England
threatened to become one of the prejudicial
colonies because of its growing maritime strength,
Child, New Discourse on Trade, page 135.
Albion, Forests ancHSea Power, page 245.
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Child was wrong in the eyes of the world, but in
relation to seventeenth century England he was right,
26.
In 1679, Edward Randolph again arrived in Boston
in the capacity of a collector. He immediately set
about stopping illegal trade, at the same time,
gathering evidence to be used in attacking the
colony 1 s character. In 1681, Randolph returned to
England and preferred charges against Massachusetts,
the basis of which was non-enforcement of the
Navigation Acts. Randolph, however, was unable to
make headway in checking the illegal trade. During
Randolph's absence two naval officers were appointed
by the colonial government for the ports of Salem
and Boston.
Randolph was more successful, however, in tak-
ing action against the colony 1 s charter, and in
October, 1684, the Massachusetts charter was revoked
through Randolph's untiring efforts. Massachusetts
became a royal colony because of her insistence on
a policy of free trade, and as a result of her dis-
regard of Parliamentary enactments relating to trade. It
is doubtful, however, whether the colony's interests
were seriously injured by these developments,
26. Andros Tracts, Whitmore, Ed. Vol. II.
Randolph Papers, Toppan, Ed. Vol. I.
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One of the bitterest invectives against
Randolph came from the pen of Increase Mather, who,
in "A Vindication of New England, said; "We do then
affirm that the government there (in Massachusetts)
and the whole body of the people would rejoice in
the severest execution of those Acts, and lend their
utmost help there unto. There are tout a few par-
ticular persons that have transgressed in the for-
bidden Trade, and they mostly such persons, (if we
are not misinform f d) as have been at the same time
the greatest Accusers of the Country. The country
generally declare they never found any benefit by
that the man, whom they always accounted their most
Implacable Enemy, might get a living by the Bribes
27.
of that unlawful Trade. If honest Mr. Brenton arrive
safe to New England; he will doubtless be very wel-
come there; nor shall he give that country greater
27. Edward Randolph was appointed as "Surveyor of
Pines and Timber in Maine, 1685. Randolph
Papers , I Toppan, Ed., 256. In 1691 Randolph
became Surveyor General and was succeeded in
Maine and New Hampshire by Jahliel Brenton, an
absentee represented by a deputy Ichabod Plaisted.
L
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satisfaction than when he cripples any of those
28. > J
offenders
.
The agents of the colony in answer to Randolph
Account of the Irregular Trade Since the Revolution
U
in New England, maintained (1690) that "The Govern-
ment and people in general have no advantage from
the irregular trade, but only the offenders, whom
29
they have always been ready to detect and punish."
Of the several ports, Boston easily took the
lead. Besides Boston, the "mart town of the West
30.
Indies," the principal commercial cities were
Charlestown and Salem. In 1683^ the towns of
Marblehead, Beverly, Gloucester, Ipswich, Rowley,
Newbury, and Salisbury were annexed to the port of
Salem by the colonial government, and it was de-
creed that this port and Boston should be the two
28. Smuggling and illegal trade in New England
denied from "A Vindication of New England"
prepared chiefly by Increase Mather. Andros
Tracts, Whitmore, Ed. II, 57.
29. "Answer of the Massachusetts Agents to Randolph
Account of the Irregular Trade since the
Revolution in New England (1689)." Signed by
Henry Ashurst, Elisha Cooke, Increase, Mather,
Thomas Oakes.
30. This made Salem the second largest port in
Massachusetts.
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31.
lawful ports of the colony. Statistics as to the
quality and quantity of the import and export trade
of the colony toward the close of the first half
century of growth are very difficult to find. John
Hull, one of the first merchants of Boston^records in
his diary that in the year 1664^ one hundred ships came
into Boston. This gives some basis for evaluating one
of Randolph ! s custom-house returns to the Lords of Trade
32.
1688. From March 25 to September 29, 1688 there cleared
from the port of Boston 84 ships bound for Barbados,
Jamaica and the other 7/est India Islands. Most of these
vessels had been built within the colony.
Vessels entering the port of Boston during the
same period^from the West Indies0 numbered 89.
The colony 1 s trade was large almost from the
beginning. It grew rapidly from the beginning, not
even excepting the period of attempted enforcement of
the Navigation Acts. New England was taking trade from
31. In 1698 the General Court enacted for preventing
undue and unlawful trading and of frauds and
abuses in duties and impositions that Boston and
Charleston should be the only lawful ports for
lading and unlading goods. Massachusetts Archives,
LXIII 167.
Cited by Weeden, Economic and Social History of
New England, I, 373.
32. Numbers compiled from Abstracts of English
Shipping Records Relating to Massachusetts Forts,
from Original Records in the Public Record Office,
London. Compiled for the Essex Institute, Salem,
Massachusetts
.
Entrance and clearance, 1686-1717. These records
compiled, 1931.
The Massachusetts Historical Society Library has a
copy of these records, also.
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all lands. Her prosperity was not hindered by the
Navigation Acts. The great expansion in colonial
commerce from 1663 to 1676 and 1685 show that
these Acts, so loosely administered, or wholly evaded,
helped the commerce of the vigorous colonies of New
England.
4« Massachusetts and the West India Trade 1689-1715
Anglo-French Commercial Rivalry
When James II ascended the throne in 1685, the
Dominion of New England was created by transforming
all the territory from the Kennebec River to the
Delaware River into a single crown colony. The act
of consolidation sprang from the necessity of enforcing
the laws of trade. This experiment was checked by
33.
the Revolution in Massachusetts in 1689.
William III was too busy with more pressing busi-
ness to give much thought to the situation in America,
and the separate governments were allowed to return to
34.
their former condition. In 1691 Massachusetts became
33. 1686-1689 Andros was governor of the Dominion of
New England. In 1689 Colonies revolted against
the Dominion. Andros was deposed in 1689.
34. New Charter in 1691 by which Massachusetts became
a semi-royal colony.
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a semi-royal colony made up of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony combined with Plymouth, the islands of Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket, and of the provinces of Maine
and Sagadahoc under a royal charter as the province of
Massachusetts Bay. Imperial control tightened, but not
enough, however, to prevent another outburst of
prosperity after the Peace of Utrecht in 1713.
35.
Prom 1689 to 1713, there was almost incessant war-
fare between England and France. With Prance as her
greatest competitor, England became engaged in a titanic
struggle for the supremacy of the sea. Colonies meant
trade; trade meant wealth; wealth meant power, rower
was the ultimate end to be gained in a conflict among
maritime nations. This coi^mercial rivalry was a combat
to which the colonies were expected to contribute their
part in furthering the victory of the mother country.
Basis of Corrimerce betv/een Massachusetts and the
Foreign West Indies
England's attempts to monopolize the colonial
markets, affected the export trade of the northern
colonies and of the English Sugar Islands in opposite
ways. These laws directed that the chief products of
the West Indies should be carried in fixed channels
whereby British subjects could share in the monopoly
of their production. All sugar exported from the West
35. Read C. M. Andrews, Anglo French Commercial Rivalry
American Historical Review, Vol. XX, pp. 539 ff.
f
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Indies had to be shipped either to England or to the
British Colonies on the American continent. The chief
articles of export from New England, consisting of
building materials, provisions, and live stock, were
in times of peace under no such restrictions, but their
import into England, however, was discouraged in the
interests of British agriculture. These commodities
could be sold in the West Indies and southern Europe.
The purchasing power of the Southern and the West
India colonists was always limited in comparison with
the enormous supply of Northern products. The British
Empire was overbalanced on its temperate zone side. New
Prance was in no condition to answer the needs of the
French West Indies. Such were the conditions which
supplied the basis for that ever increasing trade
between the Northern British Colonies and the French
plantations in the tropics.
Another notable matter was the evidence produced
36.
in 1693 of the enormous increase of illicit trade in
36. During these years (1693-1696) there was an en-
ormous increase of illicit trade in the colonies.
These revelations as might have been expected were
the word of Edward Randolph. For collateral testi-
mony read the following papers from Calendar of
State Papers, Colonial Series, 1695-1696, Nos. 2198,
2517, 2243, 5352; 2363,2364.
Ibid, Preface
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the Colonies during these years. These revelations,
as might have been expected^were the work of Edward
Randolph, but there was collateral testimony adduced
from other quarters, also. The whole system of ad-
37.
ministration became so lax that in 1696 a new act was
passed designed to make more efficient the machinery
of control. In 1696^the new epoch opens. At this time^
the Board of Trade was established, a comprehensive
administrative statute was passed, and courts of
admiralty were established in the colonies.
The illegal trade which was to a large extent the
outcome of the narrow and selfish polic;/ of the Colonial
37. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1695-
1696
,
No. 2346.
There is mention of a new Act passed in 1695-1696
for preventing frauds and regulating the
Plantation Acts.
"The Navigation Act of 1696 brought about an
important change in the commercial relations of
England and the continental colonies, converting
a balance in favor of the colonies to a balance
in favor of England; the difference between due
to the fact that after 1696 the colonists were
obliged, more and more and more, to import goods
indirectly through England instead of from the con-
tinent of Europe in contravention of the act of
Charles ."
Channing, History of the United States, Vol. II.
Page 280.
cc.
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system, tended to increase as the Acts of Trade and
Navigation became more severe, or were more rigorously
38.
enforced. In 1699^ the task of an honest Custom House
officer was singularly difficult and disagreeable^ if
not dangerous
.
39.
In x4.pril, 1700^the Council of Trade was able to
report that Parliament, "having in view the refractori-
ness of New England and other Plantations," had this
session passed an Act for trial and suppression of
piracy.
Bellomont declared that no part of the King's
dominions practiced unlawful trade so much as
Massachusetts and the neighboring provinces. Edward
Randolph agreed with Bellomont that the merchants of
40.
Boston were the chief exponents of the illegal trade.
This illegal trade was, from one point of view,
the natural corollary of the restraining effects of
the Acts of Trade.
38. Calendar of State Papers. Colonial Series. 1699.
Paper No. 573.
39. Calendar of State Papers. Colonial Series, 1700 , p. 164
40. Ibid
, pp. 634, 675, 678, 679.
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The difficulty which Colonial merchants found in mak-
ing returns for goods, which they were compelled to pur-
chase from England, rendered the colonists almost
desperate. Some of the Councillors at Boston expressed
their discontent with the Acts of Trade openly enough.
The settlers of the Massachusetts Bay Province
entered eagerly into a profitable trade in timber with
Spain, Portugal and the West Indies. There was abundant
evidence that the forests were being felled in a reck-
less and wasteful manner. Samuel Allen, Proprietor of
New Hampshire, in a petition sent to London, states that
"unless a speedy stop be put to those proceedings (the
supplying of lumber for Portugal) woods will in a little
time be destroyed to the prejudice of England and her
41.
navy."
The governor, the Earl of Bellomont, in a letter
to the Council of Trade and Plantations says, "I
believe one may venture to say there are more good
vessels belonging to Boston, than to all of Scotland
and Ireland, unless one should reckon small craft, such
as herring boats." He enumerates the various types of
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vessels found in Boston.
25 ships--100 tons to 300
39 ships--100 tons and under
50 ships--100 tons Brigantines
13 ships--100 tons Sloops
194
"The staple of the Massachusetts fishery is the
codfish," The codfish is classified into three groups;
the marchandable; the middling and the refuse. The
lmarchandable 1 fish is further divided into two groups;
the tLitle 1 which is sent to Lisbon and Oporto. The
middling is sent to Barbados and the Leeward Islands.
Fifty thousand quintals of dried fish were sent every
year from Boston. Other fish caught are the hake,
"haddock, polock and the 'mackrel 1 ." They carry horses
and lumber from Boston to Barbados, Jamaica, and the
42.
Leeward Islands.
In 1702, England went to war with Spain, and the
trade, hazardous as it was in peace time, soon became
more dangerous. The cargoes got through highly prized.
42. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1700,
pp. 573 ft.
~"
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The Boston News Letter gives us some idea of the
43.
actual commerce during the war period.
1704
Boston, Hay 1—May 8
Arrived this week from Barbadoes, about a month's
passage, Captain Alden, Grien, Bennet, Foster, Barns
and Hibbs; but bring no news. Outward Bound, Judah
Thatcher for Jamaica.
Boston, May 8--May 15
Arrived this week Joseph Everton and Isaac Perkins
from Barbados. Ventiman from Jamaica, Outward bound
Judah Thatcher for Jamaica and Joseph Vial for Jamaica.
John Scot, William Rouse, Samuel Winkle, and Samuel
Sherburn for Barbados. Benjamin Shaxter for the West
Indies and Richard Smith for Antigua.
Boston, May 15 --May 22
This day 9n Embargo was laid on all outward bound
ships,
43. "The Boston News Letters" (bound by years) were
photostated under direction of Mr. Worthington C.
Ford of the Massachusetts Historical Society from
the New York Historical Society Copies, except for
No. 27, which was done from the American
Antiquarian Society Copy.
<
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Boston, June 3
Entered inwards this week Hill and Cook from St.
Christophers.
Boston, June 17
Entered Outward Bound John Stevens for Antigua,
Thomas Lasinde for Barbados.
Boston, June 19- -June 26
Permitted to clear outwards, Exekeal Cravat, John
Poster, John Phillips, John Scot and Isaac Perkins for
Barbadoes. Thomas Sill, Zachariah Alden, Joseph Vial,
and Joshua Pitman for Antigua. Fortune Reddock for
St. Christophers, Philip Lewes for Jamaica.
Boston, June 26— July 3
Outward Bound, Collard for Antigua, Homes for
Barbados, Richards for Jamaica.
Boston, October 2--0ctober 9
Entered Outward Bound Ruggles for Barbadoes, Coffin
for Antigua; and Thomas for Suranam.
Boston, October 23--0ctober 30
On Wednesday last arrived Captain John Stevens in
about three weeks from Nevis, and five weeks from
Barbados. He came out from Barbados the 18th of
c
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September with the fleet bound for England consisting
of a hundred sack besides those for New England, New
York, and Pennsylvania, which fleet came out under
convoy of three men of war, who in about ten days time
arrived at Nevis and were there joined by the Shumess
Galley and about 70 Saile more from the Leev/ard Islands
bound to England, the others bound for New England are
44.
Foster, Breed, Scot, Derby, Parker, Carlisle, Cravat,
Sill; Leve and Jeffrey which last arrived on Friday
last.
Several of our vessels bound home to Barbados in
45.
the latitude near the island took Captain Rows 1 Horses
on board, and mann'd him double in order to defend them
from any Privateer; and accordingly one came up with
them near the Island, but seeing Capt. Rows so well
prepared for a Fight and to defend the rest of his
neighbors the Privateer sheered off, and they got safe in.
44. Ancestor of Eleas Hasket Derby of Salem, one of
the greatest merchants of all times.
45. Notice of Captain Rows. Sailing mentioned in a
previous number of papers, not quoted however, in
this chapter.
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Boston, November 11-13
Entered Outward Bound Daniel Marshal in Sloop Mary
and John Ventiman in Martha and Elizabeth for Jamaica,
Joseph Dean in Brigantine Dragon for Surranam, Thomas
Ball in Sloop Elizabeth for Montserrat, John Foster in
ship Sarah, John Carlisle in Brigantine swan, John
Robinson in Brigantine Dragon, William Skipper in Sloop
Dove, and Thomas Barns in Sloop Endeavour for Barbados.
1705
Boston, January 22- -29
Barbadoes, December 21. On the 20th of October
arrived here Captain Thomas Lessenby in the Dudley
Prigot and Sargent in a Ketch from Boston in New England,
and on the 22nd Captain Partridge from the said Fort.
On the 17th Captain Miles from Boston.
Several vessels sail ! d from hence this day. For
New England Salem, John Sharpe in the Endeavour. For
Boston, Clement Jackson in the Dover Galley and John
Bennet in the Hopewell.
Boston, February 26 --March 8
On Wednesday last sailed from Nantasket Road for
Barbados, 7 Merchant Ships, 2 Ketches, and 3 Sloop.
Boston, March 19-April 2
Port Royal in Jamaica, December 27th. Five vessels
arrived here from Boston in New England. Lumber is in
(%
I
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great demand here, as staves, hoops, boards, etc.
April 2- -April 9
Port Royal in Jamaica, February 19, Captain
Ventiman from Boston arrived here the 9th Instant.
Boston . Entered Outward Bound, Blunt and Cadman
for Barbados, Green for Jamaica.
April 23- -April 50
Barbadoes, March 22
Two vessels from New England, seven or eight
vessels sails this day West for Boston, one for Salem.
Thomas and Everton will be the next for Boston.
May 14--May 21
Boston on Wednesday the 16th Currant arrived here
Captain William Everton from Barbadoes in about a Month*
s
Passage. He came out in Company with about Seventeen
sail for our continent and by letters thence are ac-
quainted that we have taken tv/o of the chief French
Privateers and that Captain Bowdage and the several
vessels that sailed with him from Boston, were all safe
arrived but three.
Tv/o of which (we are informed by a vessel that arrived at
Salem, that came out of Barbados in the night after
Captain Everton sailed) are since arrived, and there is
only one, Bury, missing.
Boston--July 9- -July 16
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On Wednesday arrived William Skinner in a Sloop
from Barbados, who on Monday last, about noon, met with
thunderclap and lightening at sea that shivered his mast,
struck down the roen on board whom it stunned for some
small time, started the Hoops of the Cask in the Hold.
July 16 --23
Beverly—July 20
On the seventeenth arrived Jonathan Wheeler in
eighteen days in a Sloop from Antigua, who came out of
Param the same day that eight sails came from St. Johns
under convoy of the Linn Man of War, Captain Martin
Commander, whom he joined in the night and spoke with
Captain Pitts who carried the light, who told him to
fall a stern. The Man of War not knowing of his sailing
with the Fleet, bore down upon him, and fired a gun at
him; upon which Wheeler lowered his sails; the man of
War hailed him, and he said he was from Antigua, but
he understood him to be from Martinico, upon which he
fired ten shots more, one of which hull'd him, split
the Beam in the Cabbin, four muskets, two quadrons and
wounded, a woman in the skull with some of the splinters.
Boston: That Captain Rows from Barbadoes belonging to
Boston, was accidentally burnt in the River of Thames,
who had on board about one hundred hogsheads of sugar and
some "baggs" of cotton wool.
rC
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August 15- -August 20
Captain Nathaniel Green from Boston to Barbados
was taken in flight of the Island.
1706
February 18--25
Advertisement
Good Barbados "Rhum" by Hogshead or "Tearse" to
be sold by Mr. Joseph Hilles at his House in the Back
street beyond the mill bridge in the north end of
Boston near the upper end of Coney 1 s Lane.
June 10- -June 15
Boston: On Monday the tenth currant arrived here Captain
Rows in the Flag of Truce. Captain Rows acquaints us
that there is a privateer of ten guns designed from
Placentia to touch at Fort Royal, to be a Privateer to
annoy this coast.
1707
January 20-27
Advert i s ement
To be sold on reasonable terms for ready money
by Mr. William Clark, Merchant at his store House upon
the Dock in Boston near the Swing Bridge good Barbados
Rum and Molasses by the Hogshead, Jamaica and Leeward
Islands fine Sugan, Pimento or all spice, cotton wool
and Indigo by smaller or larger quantities above a
I
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quarter of a hundred, the Indigo by smaller parcels
(Advertisement in issue of January 27 to February 3),
March 31 --April 7
Advert i sement
:
A parcel of good Indigo.
April 14—21
Advertisement Good Jamaica Indigo and good cables from
four to thirteen inches to be sold on reasonable terms
by Mr. David Jeffers and Company Merchants at their
Water house on the Dock in Boston.
June 2- -June 9
Antigua, April 26
On the twentieth Currant arrived here, Captain
Beamsly Perkens from Boston, with Wilson, Sharpe and
Isaac Perkins. The Privateers are very thick about
the island.
I have cited just a few notices of the trade between
New England and the West Indies. In examining the
files of these papers for the period 1702--1713, I find
that most of the boats 1 clearing from the ports of
Massachusetts were bound for Barbados, and those enter-
ing the ports of Boston and Salem arrived from Barbodos.
Imports and Exports from the Port of Boston for
the years from 1700 to 1706 were as follows:
f
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Imported
Rum 1030 hhds.
Sugar 1035 hhds.
"Melassea" 1985 hhds.
Exported
Fish 3315 hhds.
"Mackrell" 5768 lbs.
Lumber 6650 M 46 •
46. These figures were taken from a "A Comparative
Record of Imports and Exports from the Port of Boston
for the years from 1700 to 1706 and in 1748." Prom
a manuscript in the Massachusetts Historical Society
Library, pertaining to the"Merchants of Boston".
r
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Chapter III
The Beginning of a New Colonial Era to the Passage
of the Molasses Act 1713-1733
1 . Rise to great magnitude of the Commerce Between
Massachusetts and the Foreign West Indies,
The signing of the Treaty of Utrecht marked the
close of a generation of border warfare, and at the
same time, opened the door to the beginning of a new
colonial era. The period was marked by a great ex-
pansion of trade and by a growing self consciousness
politically.
1
The causes of the next two wars differed from
those preceding this period. World wide trade and
colonial supremacy were the goals which the contending
nations strove for. "Trade," wrote Robert Walpole,"
1. This reference is made to the War of the Austrian
Succession (1744-1748( and the Seven Years 1 War
(1756-1763). To the merchant of Boston, trade
and war between England and Prance, meant private
gain for himself. The contests between the two nations
were fundamentally for trade, not for territory.
Both England and France regarded their West Indian
possessions as the most valuable parts of their over-
seas dominions. The Northern colonies were looked
upon as areas of supply for the sugar plantations
of the West Indies rather than of value in themself
--Andrew, Anglo-French Commercial Rivalry, pp.
543--546.
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is the main riches of a nation, and enhances the value
2
of our land."
The new merchant's theory, the "economic expres-
sion of militant nationalism," sprang out of the social
and political changes of the sixteenth and seventeenth
3
century. The accumulation of money meant growth of
trade, and growth of trade meant happiness and
prosperity at home.
In the years immediately after the Peace of
Utrecht^ the northerners had come to regard the French
markets in the south as natural outlets for the
northern produce . Attempts to check the free inter-
course between the Northern British Colonies and the
Foreign West Indies brought forth no results.
In the French West Indies^rum and molasses were
abundant and cheap because the importation of rum into
2. Robert Walpole, Cautions to Those Who Are to Choose
Members to Serve in Parliament, (London, 1714), 22.
"When trade is at stake you must defend it or perish,"
said another statesman repeating, really, the sent-
iment of Robert Walpole. Charters, Hon. E. William
Augustus, Duke of Cumberland, 69.
3. The regulating Acts of 1651, 1660, 1673, and 1696
were all quite similar and aimed at the foreigner
France and England were now interested in the
creation of a self-sufficient empire. See Cambridge
History of British Empire
, pp. 268-299 and G. L.
c
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France was discouraged in the interests of the French
wines and brandy. Santo Domingo was in a position to
purchase English supplies on terms far more attractive
than Barbadoes or Jamaica could offer. It is qiite
probable that that plantation duty^laid in 1673, of
one shilling and six pence per hundredweight on English
brown sugar, and five shillings on white shipped to the
northern colonies, acted as a brake on British inter-
4
colonial trade.
Edward Littleton, a planter of Barbadoes described
this duty as "a grievous clog to our commerce with those
5
plantations." "These heavy duties, "wrote the planter,
"have been exacted from us, not only with extremity of
Rigour, but also with manifest injustice and oppression.
French law, however, during the whole period was against
any trade whatever with foreigners, either export or
import
.
4. Pitman, Development of the British West Indies, 167.
5. Edward Littleton, The groans of the Plantation or
a True Account of Their Grievous and Extreme Suffer-
ings by the ifeayy Impositions upon Sugar and other
Hardships Relating More Particularly to the Islands
of Barbados; (London, 1689) page 4.
6. Ibid, 35.
c
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2. The growth and Character of the Trade Between
Massachusetts and the Foreign Sugar Islands
from 1715 to 1730.
7.
The date^ 1713^begins a general broadening out in
all directions of maritime activity. The growth of a
trade with the French West Indies became so great from
1713 to 1730 as greatly to alarm the merchants and
planters in the English Islands and those in England
dealing with them.
From the beginning of the eighteenth century^the
balance of the sugar colonies, and the products of
each nation's supplemental areas of supply in North
America began to be upset. This caused the New England
colonies to look to the foreign West Indies and Caribbean
settlements for a large market in which both to buy
8
and sell.
7. "Peace of Utrecht." England recaptured Nova Scotia
in 1710 and retained it by the terms of the Peace
Treaty. Nova Scotia was important to the New
England colonists for its fisheries since the trade
of New England was based largely on the fisheries.
Andrews, Anglo-French Commercial Rivalries, 547.
8. Pitman, Development of the British West Indies, 189 ff
.
S. L. Mlms, Colbert 's West India Policy, 554 ff. in
conclusion to book.
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Posthlewayt^in 1757
;
states that "but soon after
the Peace of Utrecht, a pernicious commerce began to
show itself between the British Northern Colonies and
the French sugar colonies, which began with bartering
9
the lumber of the former for French sugar and molasses.
It is practically certain that a great deal of
sugar^ purported to have come from the British West-
Indies, came from the French and Dutch Settlements.
Consequently^ a very large but uncertain share of the
exports of the North, that are listed in the customs
returns as cleared for Jamaica, Antigua or Barbadoes,
were actually delivered in Santo Domingo or Surinam.
The returns from these settlements were in the majority
of the cases recorded as entered from Barbadoes or some
10.
other British Island.
Archibald Cumings, surveyor of the customs and
searcher at the port of Bo sto^ gives the following
9. Cited by Pitman, Development of the British West
Indies
,
303 footnotes.
10. G. L. Beer, Commercial Policy of England towards
America
,
129.
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summary of the total amount of foreign sugar, molasses,
and rum imported into Boston during the years 1714-17.
Molasses
Year
1714
1715
1716
1717
Year
1714
1715
1616
1717
Year
1714
1715
1716
1717
Hhds.
1074
900
800
704
Sugar
Hhds.
35
3
4
(215
(28 barrels and
Tierces
Barrels
55
119
137
328
Barrels
59
196
521
Rum
Hhds.
27
19
23
12
Barrels
20
5
25
8
11.
Tierces
937
745
778
645
Tierces
27
48
116
Tierces
44
26
8
6
11. Pitman, Development of the British West Indies, 208
footnotes
.
t-
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In the same report of Cumings to Cockburn, a
member of the Board of Trade, March 2, 1716/7 gives
certain proposals for such a regulation of Boston's
trade with the West Indies, as would discourage foreign
12.
imports and yield the crown a revenue.
Massachusetts continued to trade with the foreign
islands. The Massachusetts farmer with his many pro-
visions, horses, livestock; the lumberman with staves,
shingles and boards; and the fisherman with his cod and
mackerel^required an outlet. The British would not
create a sufficient demand and the only outlet available
was found in the plantations of the French and Dutch.
During this age Massachusetts commerce was constantly
expanding
.
All the reports concerning the Northern trade to
the foreign sugar islands did not go unobserved. The
Board of Trade was cognizant of the economic necessity
of this trade. The exports from England to the New
England Colonies always exceeded the imports. If these
colonies were to pay the annually recurring balance to
England, they must have specie and credits with which to
12. Development of the British West Indies, 208, Pitman.
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do so. Thus the "business with the foreign islands was
economically essential. The Board of Trade was well
aware of this, but, at the same time, they wished to
damage the growing prosperity of their own continental
colonies and hinder their rivalry even at the expense of
their ovm home manufactures. Which group of colonies
should be then be made to suffer? The trade figures
quoted will give little doubt as to which contemporary
opinion could be expected to have favored.
English imports and Exports
June 24, 1714 June 24, 1717
Imports from Exports to
187,059 Antigua 30,855
364,557 Barbadoes 140,697
332,266 Jamaica 147,931
34,485 Montserrat 4,921
85,078 Nevis 12,729
98,722 St. Christopher 11,182
1,102,217 total 348,315
13
65,016 New England 139,269
13. Adams, Revolutionary New England, 1691-1776,
footnotes 92. Adams cites these figures from
the King's Mss. 205, Pt. I, f. 54.
t
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In 1719, Wood wrote, "Without our Southern
Plantations, our Northern Colonies can be of no real
advantage to us? since what they are at present, must
n\ cease on the Decay or Loss of the Sugar Islands, from
/.hence their value to Grreat Britain chiefly arises,
and for want of which they would otherwise be pre-
judicial colonies to their Mother Country.14 "
During the decades from 1720 to 1730, it wa3
generally believed that the trade from the American con-
tinent to the foreign sugar colonies was on the in-
crease. Prices in the French islands appear to have been
always lower than in the British colonies. During
the decades from 1720 to 1730, it was generally believed
that the trade from the American continent to the foreign
sugar colonies was on the increase. Prices in the
French islands appear to have oeen always lower than in
the sugar colonies. The inhabitants of Barbados claimed
that their land wa3 so exhausted that it required three
negroes to raise as much sugar as was formerly raised by
15
one. This was one of the reasons given for the lower
prices of sugar in the French Sugar Islands.
14. 'Wood, A Survey of Trade, 39. Adams in his
Revolutionary New Engl and, page 93 also quotes
from V/ood •
15. Macpherson, Annals of Commerce, III, 176, 177.
^ Pitman, Development of the British Jest Indies.
246 ff. and footnotes p. 246.
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Northerners did not purchase much rum in the West
Indies. They preferred to take molasses distill it
themselves. In the year 1725^ three thousand hogshead
of foreign molasses were imported into Boston and dis-
tilled into rum. Cumings and the other custom officers
in Massachusetts condemned the trade and suggested that
16.
duties be put on it.
Many large vessels built in New England were sold
to the French and Spanish.
By 1730j the British continental colonies and the
French West Indies were bound by strong commercial
ties. The continuance of their welfare was conditioned
upon a free trade between them. Such trade was sanctioned
as indispensable both by the colonists in the Northern
colonies and those in the French Islands.
3. The Molasses Act 1730-1733
A The Habit of Free Access to the Foreign West Indies
Ended with the Passage of the Molasses Act 1753.
The West Indians 1 attempts to discourage English
trade with the foreign sugar plantations had completely
failed.
16. Pitman, Development of the British West Indies, 209.
0
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In 1730, Barbados and Antigua were in a bad way
and for the New Englander economic salvation was found
in the French Islands of Martinique, G-uadaloupe, and
St. Domingo. In 1730, the British Sugar planters peti-
tioned Parliament to give a distinct measure of pro-
tection to their industry. The House of Commons passed
a bill to prohibit the importation of alien produced
sugar, rum and molasses into the northern colonies. The
bill was so vigorously opposed by the agents of the
northern colonies that its passage was tabled.
This defeat incited the sugar planters to renewed
efforts. The situation now took on the character of a
renewed crisis, for the West Indians were well organized
and the proposed legislation seriously menaced the
colonial trade in molasses, rum and sugar. The agents
of the continental colonies banded together, and both
sides worked frantically to influence the votes of
Parliament. The controversy of 1730-1733 gave rise to
a multitude of printed anonymous pamphlets, probably
written by the agents of the various colonies to in-
17.
fluence parliament. The author of A Short Answer
17. Pitman, British West Indies, pp. 266, 267, 268,
gives a list of pamphlet literature on the con-
troversy of 1733.
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to an Elaborate Pamphlet Entitled the Importance of
the Sugar Plantations, etc. Composed of Many Words,
Much Malice, Very little Argument, and an Abundance
of False Reasoning, writes that "the bill now pending
for prohibiting the commerce carried on between our
Northern colonies and the Foreign Sugar Plantations
tends to the impoverishing and ruin of these colonies;
the weakening of the Power of the English Empire in
those parts, to the damage and loss of Great Britain;
and would put it in the power of our Sugar Plantations
to make them pay what price they please for their
18.
sugars .
"
The bill did not pass in 1731. The Barbadians,
however, insisted in having another push for it. It
was therefore necessary for the continental agents to
bend all their efforts to defeat the bill.
In the Case of the Northern Colonies, there was
raised the favorite argument that if trade with the
foreign West Indies were prohibited, the New England
Merchants faced financial ruin because the sugar
18. Copy of this pamphlet is in the John Carter Brown
Library.
cc
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islands could neither supply nor furnish a large enough
19
markets for North American goods.
Obs ervations on the Case of the Northern Colonies.
1731 gives us an actual picture of some of the trade
carried on between New England and the French Sugar
Islands between the years 1718 and 1729. "The richest
men in Boston got their estates by exporting lumber
made from her Majesty's pine trees in return lor
molasses, rum, and French silks • "^0 •
In A Comparison Between the British Sugar Colonies
as They Relate to the Interest of Great Britain with
Some Observations Upon the State of the Cas e of Hew
England
,
the author states that "the imports from
British Sugar Colonies into England are still vastly
greater than from New England." New England has sup-
planted Great Britain in her fishery and navigation.
19. Case of the Northern Colonies. A copy of pamphlet
with this title is in the John Carter Brown Library.
20
. Observations on the Case of the Northern Colonies.
(London, 1731), 27 ff
.
II
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On the other hand, the Sugar Colonies consist of
islands too small to contain such a number of in-
habitants as is necessary to form independent
communities . The British Sugar Colonies are a plenti-
ful, and must continue to be, if encouraged, a perpetual
fountain of wealth to Great Britain, and that New
England is so far from being a present advantage to
Britain in ay degree like that derived from the Sugar
Colonies. Is it just then to favor New England by
indulging here in a trade with the French which must be
21.
the ruin of the British Sugar Colonies?"
The Sugar Trade with the Incumbrances Thereon Laid
Open by John Ashley, a Barbados planter, is mainly a
plea for a direct trade in sugar to Europe.
Some Observations on a Direct Exportation of
Sugar from the British Islands with Answers to Mr.
Torianots Objections to It by the same John Ashley, is
a plea for the "abatement of the duty on molasses,
imported into the northern colonies, so as to give the
British planters a reasonable advantage over the
21 . A Comparison Between the British Sugar Colonies
,
(London, 1732), 3.
*I
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22.
foreigners.
On the side of the Northern colonies the tract,
A Letter to the West India Merchants, by a fisherman is
worth noting. This fisherman writes that "trade carried
on from the Northern Colonies to the French and Dutch
West Indies is a beneficial one, and of no real detri-
23.
ment to British Sugar Islands. v
24
The Molasses Act of 1755.
22. John Ashley, Some Observations on a Direct Exportation
of Sugar from"*the British Islands with Answers to
Mr. Toriano's Objection to It.
Ashley states that "His Majesty's subjects pay up-
ward of 16% more than French and Dutch do, for what
sugar is carried to your Majesty's Northern
Colonies and consumed there. French and Dutch sub-
jects of sugar colonies do so vend their sugar as
well as their rum and molasses to the northern
British Colony, yet your subjects are restrained
from vending their produce to any of the French
or Dutch colonies. The Northern colonies have that
advantage." Page 7.
Pitman, Development of the British West Indies, 172 ff
.
cites Mr. Toriano^ objections.
23. A Letter to the West India Merchants by a fisher-
man (London, 1721J, page 25. This letter was written
in answer to "A letter from a West India Merchant
to a gentleman at Tunbridge, concerning that part
of the French proposals which relates to N. A. and
particularly Newfoundland with some thought on their
offers about our Trade to West Indies and an ab-
stract of the Assiento" (London, 1712)
24. The act is entitled "for the better securing and
encouraging the trade of his Majesty 1 s colonies
in America -- G. L. Beer, Coranercial Policy of
England Toward the American Colonie*s. 129.
!
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In 1733, the sugar planters brought the bill
forward a third time . Once more the agents combined
to fight it, but at last their opposition was over-
come, and the Molasses Act, levying duties on foreign
rum, sugar and molasses, became a law.
The Lords of Trade and both houses of Parliament
had fallen in with the wishes of the sugar planters.
The ideals held by England, France, and Spain in the
seventeenth century were changed in 1733 with the passage
of the Molasses Act of that year. This Act favored the
sugar colonies and ignored the northern ones. Did this
mean that England had a favorite child? No, it merely
implied the hatred of an insidious neighbor, the French.
On October 18, 1733, the council and assembly of
Jamaica returned thanks to his Majesty for the passage
25.
of the Act.
25, Pitman, Development of the British West Indies,
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Chapter IV
The Middle Period
1733-1756
1 # The Molasses Act of 1755 Sought to Discourage
all Trade with the Foreign West Indies.
As an Efficient Restrictive Measure, In-
fluence Naught, as an Incentive to Illicit
Trade, Influence Greater than that of any
Regulating Act.
Injpite of the fact that the Molasses Act of 1753
laid prohibitive duties upon the importation from the
Foreign Sugar Islands of rum, molasses, and sugar, these
islands continued to attract the New England merchants
who returned to their native shores with illicit cargoes.
Mercantilism, so far as it implied the suppression
of international trade in the western world, found no
favor outside the official class in Boston. To have com-
plied with the law, would have meant a serious limitation
of business and profits on the merchant. Thus the laws
were disregarded, especially in the West Indies. It was
extremely difficult to execute the Molasses Act of 1755.
Many ingenious methods of circumventing the law were
1. After December 25th 1755, the following duties were
to be paid on rum, etc.
Rum and spirits 9 d. per gallon
Molasses and Syrup 6 d. per gallon
Sugar 5 sh. pr. cwt.
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resorted to. Many merchants left Jamaica with empty
casks, having obtained there false clearances from
the custom house for sugar or molasses^ which were
supposed to be in the casks. In the French islands the
casks were filled. Since they had the clearance from
Jamaica, the merchants escaped paying the heavy duties
imposed by the Molasses Act. The Molasses Act, then,
was practically a dead letter. 2 The commerce of Hew
England was little changed by the Llolasses Act.
In 1753, the Boston News Letter, commending the
many virtues of one John Jekyll, the deceased collector
of customs, gave the following notice: "With much
humanity {he} took the pleasure in directing the Masters
of Vessels, how they ought to avoid the Breach of the
Acts of Trade. "3
In a pamphlet Reasons against the renewal of the
Sugar Act, as it will be prejudicial to the trade, not
only of the Northern colonies but to that of jreat
3r itain> published in the province of Massachusetts
Bay, 1744, the following reasons against the renewal of
Sugar Act are given! "First
,
it is apprehended that the
trade is so far from being able to bear the high duty
imposed oy this act, on sugar and molasses, that it will
not bear any duty at all. As the price of molasses now
1. G. L. 3eer, Colonial Policy of England toward
Ameri ca , 129
2. "Boston News Letter," December 17.33.
c
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is, it will barely answer to distil it into ruin for ex-
portation. Should this duty be added, it would have the
effect of an absolute prohibition on the importation of
molasses and sugar from the foreign islands, and con-
sequently the same effect on the exportation of lumber,
and other commodities from hence to those islands, as the
French, Dutch and other foreigners whom we supply with
those articles, will not permit us to bring away their
money; so that unless we can take the ordinary sugar and
molasses in return, the trade will be lost. And if an
end should be put to our trade to the foreign islands^
Great Britain would finally lose much more than would be
gained by the duty on sugar. For should the colonies be
obliged to take from our own islands all the Vest India
produce that they consume, the price in Great Britain
must necessarily advance more than double the duty. }ut
if we are permitted to import foreign sugars and molasses
into the northern colonies, more of our .Vest India produce
will be carried to Great Britain, where the consumption is
supposed to be equal to the whole produce of our islands.
3econdlv_
r
the loss of the trade to the foreign islands
on which a great part of our other trade depends, must deep
affect all the northern colonies; greatly hurt the fishing
at Newfoundland, and entirely destroy that of this province
QlLassachuse ttsj as our own islands are not capable of taking
off above one third of our codfish or one quarter of the
mackerel, shad, alewives , and other small fish exported fro
hence
•
k
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"In this province [Massachusetts/we have about 300
sail of vessels from 45 to 75 tons, employ ! d in the
codfishery and about 90 sail from 25 to 40 tons in the
4
»mackrell» ."
Trade with the West Indies
From 1759-1748, a Period of Colonial Warfare.
The fundamental reason for the conflict between
Spain and Great Britain which began before the end of
the year 1739, was to force larger concessions for
British trade with Spanish America. The following
year began the War of the Austrian Succession. England
entered in a military alliance against France in this
war.
The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle ended the hostilities
in 1748. This period is strongly characterized by the
British Americans 1 willingness to supply their enemies with
all essentials of life in exchange for molasses, sugar
and rum.
The effect of the war of 1744-1748 upon the British
West Indies was twofold: Great distress on account of the
scarcity of all kinds of supplies; and a considerable loss
of market in North America for sugar, due to heavy im-
portations of French produce there.
In 1748, Massachusetts, along with the other Colonies
of British North America, was commercially less dependent
upon Great Britain than at any previous time.
4. Reasons Against the Renewal of the Sugar Act as it Will
be Prejudicial to Trade not Only of the Northern^
Colonies, but to that of Great Britain, also
7
Province
of Massachusetts Bay, (Boston, New England. Print e
d
for Thomas Leverett in Cornhill 1744)
?
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Character of the Commerce
Between 1748 and 1756
The trade in the period of truce between the
close of the War of the Austrian Succession and the
opening of the Seven Years War continued along the same
lines that had proved so profitable.
The following table shows a record of imports and
p.
exports from the Port of Boston for the year 1748:
Imports
Rum
Sugar
"Mellasses
"
Exports
Fish
"Mackrell"
Lumber
1182 hhds.
1180 hhds.
2780 hhds.
4195 hhds.
5788 lbs.
10250 yL.
Rum proved to be a great commercial factor in this
period. In 1750, there were 63 distilleries in Massa-
chusetts turning molasses into rum. * The West India
trade proper increased in relative importance when rum,
molasses and negroes were in the greatest demand. The poor
or refuse codfish paid for the inferior molasses pouring
northward into the distilleries of Massachusetts.
5. Pitman, Development of the British west Indies, 297ff.
6. From a manuscript in the Massachusetts Historical
Society Library. See figures for the years 1700-1706
in Chapter II of this essay footnote 46, page 47.
7. Weeden, Economic and Social History of Hew En.-land,
II, 641.
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The British planters in 1750 were deeply alarmed about
the security of their monopoly of the British and Colonial
Sugar markets. Memorials were sent to the Board of
Trade "by the various governments of the British West
Indies asking for an absolute prohibition of intercourse
with the foreign sugar settlements. Many interesting
testimonies by naval officers, merchants, and traders
were given on ./est India commerce from 1733 to 1750.
John Sharpe managed the side for the planters, while
filliam Bollan, agent for Massachusetts, and the other
agents of the Northern Colonies, attended in behalf of
the continental colonies.
Bollan f s views are expressed in the following
letters *®
April 19, 1754.
Agent Bollan to the Secretary of the Board of Trade:
"I desire also that proofs may be sent of the pro-
portion which the refuse fish, caught by our vessels,
bears to the merchantable, and what proportion the ex-
port fish i3 exported to foreign colonies. I think it
will be of great service likewise to prove the quantities
of molasses and rum exported to several ports in the
Province j^Massachuse ttsT) to Newfoundland for the supply
of their fish and the quantities of refuse fish taken
in exchange for them. I have been assured that notwith-
standing a large proportion of the whole refuse fish
8. The two letters quoted are in H/fcso M + v,^ M
setts Historical Society Libra?v \ Mf' 3 ?achu-
>°und in one volume with
y
d^T^errua:rtitpta8 .are
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caught is disposed of in the foreign colonies, yet it fre-
quently happens that there is not a sufficient demand for
the whale, so that some perished on hand. If this be true
I think it ought by all means to be proved. There are divers
other material points, such as the much higher prices given
of late years on our own islands for Molasses, Rum and
Sugar then were given at, and before the time of passing the
Act, with the other points mentioned in case of the province,
which I transmitted some time past, and which I enclosed in
a letter, being ill, to every one of the Lords of Trade,
upon understanding that they were about to proceed in a man-
ner which I thought would be prejudicial to the province
and who thereon laid aside for a time their purpose, which
points I could also wish were well proved. I have endeavor'd
to examine this business quite to the bottom, and find that
when the Act passed, the Parliament proceeded upon false facts
and misrepresentations, and my chief concern for the Province
now is, lest the whole truth and nature of this trade shou'd
not be known by those who are to pass in judgment upon it,
wherefore, I must beg leave to recommend this affair to the
further consideration of the Ireat and General Court, in or-
der that the whole Evidence may be perfected, especially with
regard to the fishery and the great difference of late from
former' prices of Rum, Sugar, and Molasses at the British
Sugar Islands. The adversaries of the Province are indefati-
gable sparing no pain or expense of any kind, but use their ut-
most endeavors in every shape to carry their point; yet we have
thus far been able to defeat all their late attempts, and as we
have from time to time gained ground of them, there is in my
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humble opinion, the greatest reason to go on, and prepare
for the app caching and final trial and determination of
this matter. It is very certain that, the Llolasses Trade
will not be suffered to continue on its present footing,
and on behalf of the province, no great care cannot in my
humble opinion, be taken to prevent the change being made
for the worse, especially considering that there is not only
the attempts of the V/est Indies to be guarded against but
likewise the great desire of some person of consequence in
the Ministry to raise revenue out of this trade, which I
think is a matter that very nearly affect 3 the present and
future interest of the province as like sums to be raised
in it by thi3 design's taking effect may be very considerable
and establishing a practice of raising a revenue by Acts of
Parliament upon trade in the colonies may be attended with
great prejudice and unspeakable disadvantage to them."
August 12, 1754.
"3ome considerable time past I received from M. Pickman
of Salem some very 50 od and useful remarks upon the L'olasses
Trade, and among other things an account of the great en-
couragement given by the French at Lewisbourg, since the peace
to restore and increase their fishery there, the particular
whereof you may remember Sir, were inserted in my petition to
the House of Commons to oppose the attempt of the West
Indians. '.ftien the further proofs necessary to make the best
defence of the Molasses Trade, so that it may neither be
abolished or burthened, shall be collected and prepared, which
may be done as conveniently as may be. I pray that care may
r
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"be taken to prove this special encouragement given the
QFrench fishery at Cape Breton. A gentleman who is
agent for several of the 3ugar Islands and who has great
influence in their affairs has lately proposed to me, that
a few of the chief of uj should meet, in order to settle among
ourselves the disputes about the Molasses Trade. Having talked
to this gentleman several times upon the matter , I am well
satisfied he is sincere and always desirous that we should
pay the small duty to which a part of the ministry is at least
inclined, and I am convinced he has no apprehension of their
being able to cut off our trade to the foreign colonies, al-
though some others have flattered themselves with an expecta-
tion that they should be able to do it, wherefore, I have con-
siderable hope that some good effects will ensue from this
proposal. If I can but settle this affair with the manager of
the 3ugar Islands to the advantage of the Province, I make no
doubt we shall then be aole to prevail on the .vest Indians to
give U3 their best assistance to defeat any attempts there may
be made to raise a revenue upon the northern c olonies out of
this trade, but notwi thst:anding my hopes of accomodating and
settling this troublesome business with the ./est Indians, I
must desire that all the remaining proofs necessary to com-
plete and make upon the whole the best defence of this trade,
may be collected and finished in the most careful manner and
dispatched so as to be ready for use the next session. In case
9. John 3harpe—/est Indian Colonial Agent: Jamaica 1733-1756
3arbados 1733-1756; Nevis 1751-1756; Jt . Christophers
1751-1757. Penson, The Colonial Agents of the British
West Indies
.
Appendix.
r
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a good agreement with the West Indians should take place
we cannot, in my opinion, be too well guarded against the
design of raising a revenue out of this trade."
Bollan declared that a suppression of trade, legal or
illegal, to the foreign .Vest Indies, would subject the
settlement of North America to a most serious limitation.
The planters* association ^ modified their proposal for a
prohibition of foreign intercourse. The Board of Trade
would not recommend any modification of the Molasses Act.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, the British
government could not be persuaded by the planting interests
to take any further step to enrich the -Vest Indies to the
detriment of the Northern colonies.
The causes that contributed to lessen the trade between
the British 7/est Indies and North America are as follows: Ex
port duties were collectable on produce leaving the sugar
islands for other British colonies, these duties being the
"enumeration dues" of five shillings per hundred-weight on
white sugar and one shilling six pence on brown; in the Bar-
badoes and the Leeward Islands, an export duty of four and a
half per cent on all dead commodities. In 1751, a friend
of Jamaica declared that these duties were a detriment to
the Northern trade, and that their abolition would remove
a large temptation to smuggling. 11 The influence of the
export duties in the British .vest Indies seems to have been
10. Pens on, The Colonial Agents of the British West Indies,
Chapter IX, 174-195. ~ "~
11. Pitman, Development of the British wrest Indies. 302.
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to stimulate the Northerners to purchase return cargoes in
the foreign islands.
Massachusetts, on several occasions, declared embargoes o
the export of provisions to the French. Nevertheless, many
cargoes of fish and other profitable provisions left
3alem and Marblehead f or a very lucrative market at St.
Eustatius where, before sales were made, bonds were
falsely canceled.
Notwithstanding the attempts to regulate commerce, the
trade of the Northern colonies was exceptionally prosperous
in the years 1733-1756.
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Chapter V
Trade with the Enemy
!• During the V/ar of the Spanish Succession
1702-1713
Illegal trade was a permanent feature of colonial
commerce during the whole period of restricted trade
down to the American Revolution. Toward the end of
the century, this trade was becoming quite common. It
does not seem to have occasioned alarm in time of peace,
but in war time its existence was brought to the notice
of the government. On March 17, 1702, The Council of
Trade and Plantations made the following report to the
Queen:
'•Vessels from New England supply the people of New-
foundland with provisions. European commodities are car-
ried directly from France, Spain, and Portugal to
Newfoundland in English ships contrary to law, and sold
outright with the traders from New England for
tobacco, sugar, and other of the enumerated commodities
and carried to foreign ports, so that at the latter
end of the year the Masters are wholly taken up in the
management of that illegal trade, which might in some
measure be prevented had the officer or officers
commanding your Majesty*s ships, power like that of
Custom House officers to seize such goods.
1
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The Masters of ships are very negligent in bringing
greenmen home, whereby they save the cargo of their
passage and those men so left are enticed and carried
1.
to New England .
"
Thus at the beginning of the War of the Spanish
Succession, a circular letter to the governors instructed
them on the subject as follows:
"The Queen having been informed that Great Quantities
of Provisions have been laden on some Vessels in the
Ports of the Continent of America on pretence of carrying
tys
the same to Jamaica and other her Ma Islands in those
tys
parts but that in truth her Ma Enemys have been
supplied with them, to the great Damage and Prejudice
tys
of her Ma Plantations, besides the advantages her
tys
Ma Enemys receive thereby, being furnished with
such provisions by this means as they would otherwise
want." It was therefore ordered that no vessel should
be cleared with more provisions than enough to feed
its passengers, unless security were given that none
would be sold at St. Thomas or to the enemy, and that
certificates issued at shipment were to be oresented on
2.
delivery to the British West Indies."
1. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1702,
p. 137.
2. Pitman, Development of the British West Indies,
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The colonists however, found means of evading
these laws. On September 17, 1702, Mr. Sheaf e reported
the following incident to the Council of Trade and
Plantations: "I lately seized some enumerated commo-
dities imported from the Massachusetts province without
security their given for its "being landed in some other
H. M. Plantation. If the trade be permitted, it will
much prejudice His Majesty* s interest in these parts,
for under pretence of bringing such commodities hither
they will carry same into any foreign market. The
generality of the inhabitants aiming at nothing more
than to discourage the legal effecting of that which
hath been enacted by so many good Laws of the Kingdom,
declaring their opinion that the strict execution of the
Acts of Trade is the ruin of these plantations. I pray
your lordships will give such effectual orders as shall
3.
be most suitable."
Robert Quary, the surveyor- general of the customs,
was on the lookout for unlawful practices, and has left
us his observations concerning them. The same ingenious
methods, which were resorted to in a later part of the
eighteenth century to circumvent the lav;, were already
employed in the opening years of the eighteenth century.
Quary inferred that there was willful laxity on the
3. Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1702,
p. 189.
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part of the Customs officers in the English Islands.
Many merchants left Jamaica with empty casks, which
were filled in the French islands, and were entered
in North America or England as British products.
4.
Flags of truce were very frequently used for carry-
ing on trade betv/een the French and English colonies.
On March 4, in a Report upon the petition of Francis
Pouch and Daniel Gashet of Martinique for the compensa-
tion for the seizure of the Society sent as a flag of
truce with English prisoners from Martinique to Antigua
(v. Dec. 15, 1709) concludes "that there are several other
instances of an illegal trade carried on from the Leeward
5.
Islands, Barbadoes, etc. by means of such flags of truce.
We are therefore of the opinion that there is no reason
why your Majesty should gratify the petitioners, and
that for the preventing the like illegal practices for
the future, your Ma1esty ! s pleasure be signified to the
several governors that, whenever they have occasion to
send our flags to truce no more goods or provisions be
permitted to be laden on board such vessels than what
6.
shall be necessary for the voyage."
4. "Flags of truce are ships commissioned for the ex-
change of prisoners."
5 « Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1710-1711,
No. 147.
6. Ibid, No. 114.
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The Dutch and the Danish Islands were always a
source of danger to the English during all the wars
of the eighteenth century. Curacoa, St. Thomas, and
later St. Eustatius, as neutral ports, were used by the
North Americans and French West Indians as entreports for
the exchange of goods.
In extracts from three memorials by Peter Holt,
etc. we find reference relating to the illegal trade
carried on between Curacoa, St. Thomas, and the British
Plantations in America. "From the English plantations
upon the mainland the inhabitants of Curacoa have the
sorts of provisions, as bread flower 1
,
butter, cheese,
pease 1
,
rice, beef, pork and corn. There is hardly
any plantation in America that belongs to H. M. but has
a correspondence with Curacoa and not many but what
have raised themselves by it."
The English Islands protested vigorously against
the trade of the New England colonies with the foreign
West Indies. By 1715, the English sugar colonies com-
plained of New England 1 s vast trade with the Dutch
7
colony of Surinam.
7. Macpherson, Annals of Commerce, III, 49.
4?
_
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Ten years before this on January 27, 1705,
a proclamation was issued by the Dutch government at
Surinam 8. "granting liberty to foreign vessels to trade
here, at the earnest request and solicitations of the
governor, Council and Inhabitants of this place, under
such restrictions and limitations following, and the
payment of such duties, viz. It is istatuted 1 and
Ordained, that from henceforth in the Colony of Surinam;
Foreign Vessels shall be suffered and admitted with
Horses from New England, N. Netherlands, viz. New York,
and the other Neighboring Islands and coasts or Terri-
tories; and that the Masters of such vessels, for them-
selves and with their ships of lading have liberty to
trade with the inhabitants as they shall think meet,
observing and regulating themselves to the Laws and
Statutes of the Country and usuage of the place: name-
ly, that the said foreign ships may not bring in or
import any European Manufactures of gold, silver, copper,
steel, woolens, silk or linens. Not any wheat, rye,
barley, oats or beef; nor any East India Wares or Spices
upon the forfeiture of such wares and commodities."
8. Boston News Letter, 1705, April 9-16.
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2. Trade with the Enemy 1739-1748
From 1739 to 1748, the British Americans were
supplying their enemies with all the necessities of
life in exchange for their products. As in time of
peace, the Dutch and other neutral islands served as
important entrepots for this trade • The War of the
Austrian Succession, 1744-1748, is characterized by its
illegal commerce carried on with greater vigor than
ever before.
3 . Trade during years 1756-1763
The trade with the foreign West Indies grew so
rapidly that, in 1731, it was said "that by the trade
the northern colonies are enabled to make such considerable
remittances to England in ready money as they could procure
nowhere else but by their traffic with the foreign
islands and British colonies in the west Indies for
enabling them to pay for great quantities of our
manufactures which they yearly took of us. '• M
After 1717, the British /est Indies gradually lost
9. Macpherson, Annals of Commerce, III, 175.
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their hold on all markets except that of England.
As French sugar was cheaper, it was natural that
the Northern colonies should purchase it in preference
to English sugar.
The Molasses Act sought to interdict a return cargo
of sugar or rum which the colonists might bring from
the foreign islands, but the Molasses Act was not en-
forced. As much rum was imported after the passage of
the Act as before it.
The Northerner was forced to enter into commercial
relations with other countries because he produced few
commdities for which he could find a market in England.
When he sold his fish and flour to the foreign West Indies,
he had to take molasses in return, and thus was also
tempted to take some French manufactures. The illicit
trade centered around Boston. The coast of Massachusetts
,
with its many inlets and bays, was especially adapted
by nature for smuggling goods. The smuggled goods were
landed at Cape Ann, and conveyed into Boston in small
wooden boats.
It was only with the connivance of the custom house
officials that much of the illegal trade was possible.
There was a strong social pressure preventing the
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officials from executing the laws.
The Molasses Act was practically a dead letter.
</ith its evasions are connected such names as that of
Faneuil in Boston.
Commercial intercourse with the American colonies
did not cease, notwithstanding the fact that at the
"beginning of the war distinct measures were passed by
both the colonial and home governments to break up the
trade .
The period of the Seven Years War reveals, on an
even larger scale, the same illegal habits in West India
commerce which so characterized the previous conflict.
The French and American colonies had become too inter-
dependent. Every legal precautiDn was taken to prevent
the recurrence of the treasonable commerce that was so
widespread in the previous war.
Massachusetts, on several occasions, declared em-
bargoes on the export of provisions to the French, and
at times even prohibited such export out of the colony.
Nevertheless, many cargoes of fish and other wares left
Salem and Marblehead for a very profitable market
at St. Eustatius, falsely canceled before sales were made.
10. Read G. L. Beer, British Colonial Policy, 1754-1765
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Flags of truce, false paper, false clearings and
neutral ports were the means by which the illegal trade
was carried on. Supplying the enemy with provisions
and sinews of war, unobtainable elsewhere, was declared
by the Act of 1757 to be a form of Smuggling. Serious
friction between the British Customhouse officials in
the colony and Massachusetts dates from this period, and
was a direct result of the stricter enforcement of the
Molasses Act to the trade with the enemy.
For thirty years, the Molasses Act had remained
practically unenforced. The occasion which called the
Old Molasses Act and subsequent Sugar Act into an active
life was, of course, the need of revenue, so that at this
otherwise inopportune time, there was involved another
principle most obnoxious in every respect to colonists
at all times—taxation.
The traders of the Massachusetts seaport towns were
very much averse to a renewal of the Sugar Act. They
considered that such an act would be detrimental to
their fish trade. The following is a letter concerning
the importance of the fish trade. ;q
"Salem Dec. 24th 1765
We have your's of the first Instant. The Principal
Traders in this Town able to attend, have had
11. Mss. in Massachusetts Historical Society Library.
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a Meeting and agreed on a memorial to the Pish Trade
and the fatal consequence that must attend it if the
Sugar Act is renev/ed and put in Execution, With Remarks
on some other branches of our Trade and They think it
needless to choose any Person to Join your Committe in
this Affair as they can confide in you and We also
Enclose you an Acc't of the Pish taken in this Towne
1762 as also the number of Vessells and what part was
Merch'd what Refuse and fitt only for the West India
12
Marketts, and We cant help observing a coalition of
the governments on this affair would be of Service,
Yett we are of opinion that as we are a Pishing Province
we may expect some Indulgences that would not be granted
to other governments as indeed we now have and therefore
may really deserve our Interests to Join with them
—
We are
Your Most Humble Servant
John Rowe esq and
others of Comm*ty of the
Society for Encouraging
Trade of Boston.
12. Newbury Dec. 19th 1763
Gentlemen:
We received yours of the Twelfth Instant and in
pursuance of your request have met some of the most con-
siderable merchants and Traders in this place and communi
cated to them your letter. And herewith Transmit to you
an acc ! t of the Pishing Vessels the fish caught in this
place both in the years 1762 and 1763 which is as follows
(Footnote 12 continued on next page)
V
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Quintals of
Jamaica Fish
1762 7 Bankers 3900
Quintals of
Merchantable
Fish
Alewives taken
J. River and
shipped to W. India
400
1763 9 Small-
craft 6325 1100 400
(Manuscript in Massachusetts Historical Society.)
-
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Summary
The effect of early trade conditions could
hardly have "been other than to create an eager
and tacit acceptance of smuggling and all kinds
of illicit trade as matters of course. This heritage
these early traders bequeathed to succeeding generations.
It was with much the same spirit, accentuated by a
keener commercial capacity, that their descendants
entered into trade relations with the West Indies
intercourse which became essential to the development
of New England.
A careful study of the Navigation Acts reveals
the fact that behind as sponsors and chief beneficiaries,
stood the merchants and shipping interests. Theoretically,
increased commerce was to result in greater wealth for
Great Britain, especially for the people as a whole;
practically, the wealth was absorbed by the great mer-
chants and ship owners. Ordinary folk received such
benefits as they did only very indirectly.
England, by these acts, was to play the part of
producer, consumer or middleman in nearly every
transaction in which the colonies figured.
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Encouragement was offered American trade by the
English authorities, with the very important proviso,
however, that in the achieving of prosperity, the
interests of the English merchants should always be
maintained as paramount.
In 1731 the Board of Trade and Plantations studied
the American colonies with respect to laws enacted,
manufactures set up, or trade carried on there which
was held to be detrimental to the trade, navigation or
manufactures of Great Britain. The Board stated that
the colonies, north of Virginia, having less outlet
for their natural products, were more likely to develop
manufactures than those in the south. Such expansion
or development by the northern colonies was held to be
a weakness in the protective wall being built around
the English producer.
Adam Smith, the apostle of free trade, admitted
that England was less illiberal than other nations in
administering the regulations common to all nations of
the age.
The evasions of those clauses of the Acts of Trade and
Navigation which aimed to restrict the colonial trade
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to England was of comparatively minor significance
except in the development of a revolutionary spirit
of the colonists.
The importance of the Molasses Act of 1733 was
greater than that of any other trade regulating act.
The chief products of the New England colonies were
lumber and fish. The demand for fish and lumber in
England was not great enough to equal the supply.
There remained a vast unconsumed surplus in the hands
of the colonists for which, again, in the British West
Indies there was not a sufficient demand.
Alternative courses were then open to the colonists.
First
,
they could manufacture for themselves, a procedure
economically unwise, if not impossible. Secondly, they
could export to a third market, which was both a natural
and a ready market, -the foreign West India islands, but
from which a return cargo was, by the Molasses Act, sought
to be interdicted. The second course was the one adopted.
The colonies depended on England for their manu-
factured goods, but the value of the products exported
in return always left the balance of trade in favor of
England. Money was essential and enough of it could not
be obtained in the British West Indies. The foreign
islands were eager for the colonial products, and had an
abundance of money which their direct trade with Europe
7yielded.
i
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The money derived from the west Indies trade
did not long remain in America, for the balance of
trade between England and America was always in favor of
England
•
The French Islands were prohibited from sending rum
to France for fear of interfering with the French
brandy trade. Thus, rum and molasses became the chief
articles offered on advantageous terms in exchange for
the products of the North.
The West Indies, then, were practically the only
market open to the colonists.
The violation of trade regulations in connection with
the West Indies trade arose at the time of the 3even
Years' war between England and France. The American
colonies and the French Islands had become so
interdependent that at the outbreak of hostilities be-
tween their mother countries, the commercial intercourse
between them did not cease, notwithstanding the fact that
at the beginning of the war, distinct measures were passed
by both the colonial and the Home governments to break
p
up the trade
.
The ease with which the indirect trade with the French
was conducted was greatly enhanced by the practice of the
European nations of allowing the commerce of certain ports
in the West Indies possessions to be free to the whole world.
2. G. L. Beer, Colonial Policy, 77ff
.
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The American Colonists, to say nothing of evading
the British trade laws, were even accused of selling
supplies to the enemy during the French and Indian
War
.
In consequence of the restrictive policy, a vast
illicit trade with the French West Indies had grown
up unchecked. During the French Wars, the French
fleets, the French Garrisons, and the French West
India islands were systematically supplied with large
quantities of provisions by the New England Colonies.
Smuggling was even defended on the ground that it was
good policy to make as much money as possible out of
the enemy.
The trade with the enemy had therefore meant some-
thing more than lean or fat pocket books. It meant
the hastening of the American Revolution. By means of
intoxicating liquor, liberally supplied when need be;
corrupt officials, made more corrupt on occasion; in-
efficient administration, which was encouraged; and by
mob violence, rarely employed, the Massachusetts merchant
was for over a century able to evade the Navigation Acts.
Numerous unpatrolled sheltered coves and inlets made the
landing of contraband wares easy.
Because of this illicit trade, the northern colonies
were able to maintain prosperity, increase prestige,
and develop independence. Colonial smuggling was an
important contributory cause of the War of Independence.
Finis.
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